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Motivation

during rise of AI
• asked as collaborator
• asked as expert
• asked as friend
—many questions/answers repeated

during pandemic (WFH) period
• want to stay positive
• want to stay productive
• want to stay impactful
—hope to broadcast knowledge to society

idea: short videos
The One Where It All Began—What is Alsk?

Actions

(taken on 6/25/2019 at the National Education Radio)

Don’ts
- deep lectures
- full youtube show
- frequent program
- structured course

Do’s
- public science level in general
- 1-5 minute short videos, each on one question
- irregular clips whenever my time allows
- unstructured pieces of knowledge

goal: continously fun for me;
continously useful for the society
The One Where It All Began—What is AIsk?

Take-Home Message

What is AIsk?

short, fun, and useful videos to answer your AI questions
(special thanks to my wife and those who encouraged me to do this)

Disclaimer. The views and opinions expressed in all short videos are those of myself and do not reflect the official policy or position of any organizations that I may or may not be associated with in professional or personal capacity. Any views and opinions are not intended to malign any religion, ethnic group, club, organization, or individual.—Hsuan-Tien Lin, 2021.
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